
An Instruction Manual
Mode switchingF1-F9

I.“档位+”Gear plus and“档位-”gear minus adjust the knock

speed, there are nine kinds of knock speed

II.“模式切换”Mode switching nine knock mode cycles.F1-F9
F1,Default mode, keep knocking or shaking, shut down after 15 minutes.
F2,Vibrate every ten seconds, or knock for ten seconds, stop for ten seconds, and

shut down after 30 minutes

F3,Vibrate every 30 seconds, or knock for 30 seconds, stop for 30 seconds, and shut
down after 1 hour
F4,Vibrate every 1 minute, or knock for 1 minute, stop for 1 minute, shut down after
2 hours
F5,Vibrate every 2 minutes, or knock for 2 minutes, stop for 2 minutes, and shut
down after 4 hours
F6,Vibrate every 5 minutes, or knock for 5 minutes, stop for 5 minutes, and shut
down after 6 hours
F7Vibrate every 10 minutes, or knock for 10 minutes, stop for 10 minutes, and shut
down after 12 hours,
F8,Vibrate every 20 minutes, or knock for 20 minutes, stop for 20 minutes, shut
down after 24 hours
F9,Vibrate every 30 minutes, or knock for 30 minutes, stop for 30 minutes, and shut
down for 1 to 4 hours

III. “预约”When making an appointment, first adjust the



required mode. Press the vibration key to start working, then

press the appointment adjustment to turn on the machine after

1-8 hours, and then press the appointment start to start the time.

IV. “预约启”Start appointment, start timing

V. “预约消”cancel reservation

VI. “智能键”Pressing this key will display 888, and then cause

other keys to be locked. Just press this key again to unlock.

VII.After the machine is powered on, you need to first press

the power on button, and then press the vibration button

to start working.

Screen Description:

P stands for strength

E stands for the appointment time

U The beginning of the u word represents the vibration mode

L starts with knock mode (not applicable to machines

without knock function)

H stands for mixed mode (vibration plus knocking)

Thank you for using our products. The product warranty is one year. The
product has over-current protection, over-voltage protection, overheat
power-off protection, environmental protection materials, in line with
national standards, 3C certification, safer to use.

Installation method
1.First, connect the wire head of the power adapter with the female head of the host,



and insert the power supply into the socket to test the machine.
2. After confirming that there is no problem with the machine, insert a labeled rod
into the machine, with a total of 4 sections, and insert the threaded rod base after
splicing
In the bottom section, if you are worried about damaging the roof, you can put a
layer of towel cloth on the top of the main engine, and then stand at attention to the
machine
According to the height of the house, tighten the plum blossom handle on the
threaded rod to adjust the height. If the rod is too high, 1-3 sections can be removed
If it is not long enough, you can add books or small stools at the bottom.
Note: it is recommended that I have a helper to help the first installation of the
pole. Screw rod base do not put sofa and other soft places, otherwise it will fall!
Make sure that the shorter the pole, the more stable it will be. A table with a stool
at the bottom. Can effectively reduce the impact on their own and downstairs.
3. After installation, observe the condition of the machine and pole. If it will fall
down, it means that it has not been installed. Please make sure to take videos and
photos
Consulting customer service, our customer service can correctly guide the
installation.

Power machine Stainless steel connecting rod Screw base

The power adapter Remote control installation is complete

Q:What is the reason that the telescopic rod is easy to move or fall down after
starting the machine?
A: the telescopic rod must be kept heavy and straight, and the base nut must be
tightened
Don't put them on weak stools and soft objects



Q:Why didn't the remote control respond?
A: because of air traffic control in Taiwan and pianyuan, voice controllers are not
available
The battery pack has been removed before delivery
Batteries, normal large supermarkets or stationery stores are available, optional
control
The effective distance is about 2 meters
Q;How does the high configuration machine knock function not work after power
on?
A: the machine will work only when the display is facing down!


